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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) devices achieve the rapid
development and have been widely deployed recently. Meanwhile,
inherent vulnerabilities of IoT systems (including firmware and
software) have been continually uncovered and thus the systems
are always exposed to various attacks. The root cause of the issue
is that IoT systems always have design flaws and implementation
bugs. In particular, the released systems (e.g., by third-party
marketplaces and IoT vendors) may be maliciously repackaged
with malware. Unfortunately, IoT consumers are not able to
effectively capture such vulnerabilities because of the limited
detection capabilities. In this paper, we propose SmartCrowd, a
blockchain-based platform that aims to outsource security detec-
tion of IoT systems to distributed detectors with strong detection
incentives. SmartCrowd enables built-in accountability for IoT
providers and authoritative references of detection results for
IoT consumers. By building smart contracts, we can incentivize
the efficient and high-coverage security detection of IoT systems,
while providing decentralized and automated incentives for both
IoT providers releasing secure IoT systems and detectors un-
covering vulnerabilities. We present the security and theoretical
analysis that demonstrates the security of SmartCrowd and the
incentives for participators. We prototype SmartCrowd by using
Ethereum and the experimental results show that SmartCrowd
has both technical feasibility and financial benefits, which can be
applied to build a secure IoT ecosystem.

Index Terms—Incentives, Blockchain, Decentralization, Au-
tomation, IoT System Detection

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is widely deployed in recent years.

According to the IDC report [1], the number of IoT devices

will reach 28.1 billion by 2020. However, most IoT systems
1 are not securely designed and implemented, or repackaged

with malware created by adversaries, making them exposed

to various attacks. For instance, a large number of unsecured

IoT devices are exploited, e.g., by the Mirai botnet, to launch

distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks against various

Internet services, e.g., Dyn [2]. In order to fix the covered

vulnerabilities, IoT system providers including IoT vendors

and IoT software developers always upgrade their systems.

However, the newly released systems might still introduce new

vulnerabilities. For example, the systems may be repackaged

with a malware by a compromised IoT provider.

1In this paper, ‘IoT systems’ refers to the firmware and software of IoT
devices instead of networks, which can be interchangeable with ‘IoT devices’.

TABLE I
THE DETECTION RESULTS OF TWO IOT APPS PERFORMED BY DIFFERENT

THIRD-PARTY SERVICES ARE PARTIALLY OVERLAPPED.

Third-Party
Services

Samsung Connect Samsung Smart Home
High Medium Low High Medium Low

VirusTotal [3] 0 0 0 0 0 0
Quixxi [4] 4 6 3 3 8 4

Andrototal [9] 0 0 0 0 0 0
jaq.alibaba [10] 1 14 32 21 46 55
Ostorlab [11] 0 2 0 0 2 2
htbridge [12] 1 6 5 1 4 6

Here, ‘Hign’, ‘Medium’ and ‘Low’ denote the amount of high-, medium-
and low-risk vulnerabilities, respectively.

Unfortunately, IoT consumers cannot easily identify vulner-

abilities in these IoT systems due to the constrained resource

or limited detection capability. Although several centralized

third-party detection services (e.g., VirusTotal [3], Quixxi

[4]) are available for IoT device security detection, their

detection capabilities vary so greatly that their detection results

are often different and non-overlapping, yielding inconsistent

and incomplete reference for IoT consumers to protect their

systems. For instance, as shown in Table I, the detection

results for two IoT Apps (Samsung Connect [5] and

Samsung Smart Home [6]) in Google Play generated by

several popular centralized detection services share very lim-

ited commonality. Besides those centralized services, several

decentralized solutions have been proposed. For instance,

CloudAV [7] introduces N-version protection by enabling mul-

tiple endhosts to perform virus detection in parallel; Vigilante

[8] provides end-to-end collaborative detection for Internet

worm containment. These methods are essentially outsourcing-

based solutions that rely on distributed detectors (i.e., end-

hosts) to achieve complementary detection. However, these

solutions fail to provide incentives for attracting detectors’

participation, which is impractical since security detection

typically incurs non-trivial overhead. Additionally, none of the

prior solutions consider accountability: IoT providers can still

publish arbitrary software without taking responsibilities of

releasing vulnerable IoT systems. Such lack of enforceable

accountability fundamentally prevents these solutions from

deterring malicious IoT providers.

This paper aims to answer the following question: is it
possible to build a platform that can attract different de-
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tectors to participate in IoT system vulnerability detection
and ultimately build a secure IoT ecosystem? The answer

is positive. Our high-level idea is inspired by crowdsourcing

platforms, which enable packagers to outsource their tasks to

different workers, and the workers earn rewards by answering

the tasks [13]. However, in the context of IoT ecosystem that

is composed of many independent IoT providers, building

a crowdsourcing platform is non-trivial due to the lack of

a centralized packager that is trustable to properly allocate

incentives. Ideally, the platform should provide following three

desirable features. First, detectors that discover IoT system

vulnerabilities automatically earn rewards, motivating all enti-

ties with detection abilities to participate. Second, the platform

is capable of holding IoT providers accountable for releasing

any vulnerable IoT systems. Such built-in accountability not

only deters untrustworthy IoT providers from releasing buggy

software, but also ensuring well-behaved IoT providers can

receive proper rewards for releasing secure software. We

believe that accountability is an ultimate driving force to

create the more secure IoT ecosystem. Finally, the platform

as a whole provides authoritative references to IoT consumers,

minimizing their chances of deploying insecure IoT systems.

In this paper, we propose SmartCrowd, a blockchain-

powered vulnerability detection platform that achieves the

above three critical features. First, leveraging the “nonstop-

pable” nature of smart contracts, SmartCrowd ensures that

detectors are rewarded automatically once their detection

results are accepted, without relying on a centralized authority

to allocate incentives. Additionally, since all vulnerability

detection results are recorded in SmartCrowd’s blockchain,

SmartCrowd holds IoT providers accountable for any of their

released IoT systems. Such built-in accountability effectively

deters untrustworthy IoT providers from releasing vulnerable

IoT systems meanwhile providing incentives for IoT providers

to release more secure IoT systems, which eventually benefits

the entire ecosystem. Finally, SmartCrowd’s blockchain pro-

vides an authoritative, complete and consistent reference for

IoT system vulnerabilities, allowing IoT consumers to better

understand any possible security issues of the IoT systems that

they are about to deploy.

We prototype SmartCrowd based on Ethereum [14], and

use the experiment results to evaluate the performance of

SmartCrowd. By evaluating the financial incentives, we find

that SmartCrowd is also economically sound for IoT providers

and detectors. Moreover, the security and theoretical analysis

shows SmartCrowd achieves several desirable security goals

by decentralized and automated incentives.

In summary, the contributions of the paper are as follows:

• We propose SmartCrowd, a blockchain-powered, decen-

tralized vulnerability detection platform for IoT systems,

which offers three critical features: strong detection in-

centives, built-in accountability and authoritative refer-

ence of detection results.

• We present the incentive scheme in SmartCrowd that is

fully automated to incentivize IoT providers for releasing

more secure IoT systems, and detectors for vulnerability

detection, without relying on any centralized authority.

• We conduct security and theoretical analysis to show that

SmartCrowd achieves ensured security goals while intro-

ducing expected incentives in an untrusted IoT ecosystem.

• We perform experimental evaluations to demonstrate

SmartCrowd’s feasibility and financial benefits.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, the blockchain technology is briefly reviewed. We

present the problem statement in Section III. The overview

and design details of SmartCrowd are respectively introduced

in Section IV and V. Security and theoretical analysis is per-

formed in Section VI. Section VII evaluates the performance

of SmartCrowd. We discuss the related work and conclude our

paper in Section IX and X, respectively.

II. BACKGROUND OF BLOCKCHAIN

In this section, we briefly review the blockchain technology

that is commonly used in cryptocurrencies, e.g., Bitcoin [15].

We present the basic design principles, its consensus schemes

and smart contracts, which are all used in SmartCrowd.

The blockchain is essentially a public decentralized ledger

(or database) that is established and maintained by multiple

distributed peers. Different blocks are linked one by one to

construct the blockchain, and each block records several trans-

actions that have been conducted in a distributed system. The

blockchain is determined by the majority of participants while

the minority, e.g., a few unreliable entities, would not affect

this ledger. Once one block is confirmed, the transactions in

it would never be tampered and could be publicly inquired

by anyone at anytime. The blockchain is totally decentralized

and no longer needs the trusted authority to validate each

transaction. The blockchain is based on such cryptography

that the real address is not used as an identifier. Instead, the

address in the blockchain is generated using cryptographic

algorithms (e.g., SHA-256 [16] and RIPEMD-160 [17]) to

ensure its privacy and anonymity.

The consensus scheme is commonly used in the blockchain

for enabling overall system consistent and reliable while facing

a number of misbehaved participants. Many consensus algo-

rithms (e.g., PoW [15], PoS [14], PBFT [18]) are employed

for generating a block and maintain the consistency of the

entire blockchian. Note that proof of work (PoW) is most

commonly used in current blockchain system (e.g., Bitcoin

network), where participants try to handle a cryptographic

proof-of-work issue. Concretely, participants attempt to find

a random number that will be used to make the hash of an

entire block meet some requirements, which is related to the

computing capability of participants. The consensus made by

PoW can be easily verified by others that only require to

perform a hash calculation.

Ethereum [14] is a blockchain-based technology that actu-

ally is a decentralized virtual machine [19]. In Ethereum, smart

contracts are the terms used to describe computer program

code that can facilitate and enforce the negotiation of an

agreement (i.e., a contract) using the blockchain technology.
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They are written in a Turing-complete bytecode language

(called EVM bytecode), and can be carried out automatically

once some events happen and trigger the contracts. Smart

contracts also support distributed system without relying on

a centralized authority to handle these contracts.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Adversary Model

In this paper, we consider vulnerable IoT systems that may

be buggy systems provided by benign IoT providers (including

IoT device vendors, or platform and application developers)

or malicious systems repackaged by a malicious third-party

marketplace. We consider the IoT provider is misbehaved if it

releases vulnerable IoT systems or systems repackaged with

malware. By leveraging the vulnerabilities in IoT systems, the

adversary can control the IoT devices, and the compromised

IoT devices can leak private information or be exploited to

launch attacks (e.g., DDoS attack [20]).

Facing an untrusted IoT ecosystem, detectors can also be

compromised, especially when there are incentives for IoT

detections. The malicious detectors can attempt to outplay IoT

security detection, for example by trying to earn incentives

without doing actual work. The detector can i) simply declare

a forged detection report without even having detected the IoT

system, or ii) plagiarize detection results of benign detectors.

Meanwhile, the compromised detector can also attempt to

accuse other detectors to have performed an incorrect detection

by tampering their detection reports. This can directly prevent

benign detectors from obtaining the allocated incentives.

B. Desired Properties

By enabling automated incentive allocation, SmartCrowd

platform can attract more detectors to detect existing IoT

systems and advise IoT consumers to securely employ them,

which can effectively mitigate the harm caused by vulner-

able IoT systems. In particular, to achieve the above goal,

SmartCrowd should have the following design properties:

Incentives for IoT detection. Detectors who discover and

report any vulnerability of IoT systems should be able to gain a

reward. Meanwhile, IoT providers who are reported to release

a vulnerable IoT system should be punished.

Decentralized process. The incentives of IoT security analysis

should be decentralized for avoiding the dependence on any

centralized authorities, which can prevent attacks constructed

by a compromised or misconfigured authority.

Automated allocation. The platform should automatically

allocate incentives for benign detectors and punish misbehaved

IoT providers once any vulnerability is reported in the released

IoT systems. It can allow IoT consumers to understand the risk

of deploying a released IoT system instantly.

IV. SMARTCROWD OVERVIEW

In this section, we present an overview of SmartCrowd

platform that is an IoT system publishing infrastructure with

strong detection capabilities. In particular, it enables decentral-

ized and automated incentives for system security detection.

Fig. 1. The overview of SmartCrowd platform that introduces the decentral-
ized and automated incentives by using blockchain and smart contracts.

A. Architecture

We leverage the blockchain for crowdsourcing new re-

leased IoT systems to distributed detectors while ensuring IoT

providers are held accountable for releasing vulnerable IoT

systems, detectors gain incentives automatically once catching

any vulnerability, and consumers obtain an authoritative refer-

ence regarding with the security of IoT systems. Fig. 1 shows

the architecture of SmartCrowd, where three stakeholders are

involved in a nutshell:

IoT providers are held accountable for their released IoT

systems that are allowed for security detection by detec-

tors. With relatively unrestricted resource, IoT providers take

responsibility to construct and maintain the blockchain in

SmartCrowd. Besides, existing trustworthy IoT providers can

serve as the initiators to bootstrap SmartCrowd.

Detectors play a key role to take distributed detections for

securing IoT ecosystems. They can be IoT providers, con-

sumers or third-party services who have IoT detection abilities.

Upon discovering a vulnerability, detectors will submit their

detection reports, making them automatically gain incentives.

Their detection reports will be recorded in the blockchain.

Consumers can access the public blockchain for learning the

authoritative references regarding with the security of IoT

systems. They can deploy IoT systems only if no (or less)

vulnerability is discovered. Consumers can be users or IoT

devices that focus on their own security in an IoT ecosystem.

B. Workflow and Challenges

At a high level, SmartCrowd achieves decentralized and

automated incentives for distributed IoT system detection

through the following phases.

Phase #1: Decentralized verification for system release.
IoT system release announcements (SRAs) are disseminated

among all stakeholders, including detectors and consumers.

In SmartCrowd, an IoT system is eligible for final release

only if it has been verified by the majority of detectors via

SmartCrowd’s decentralized verification process. Verification

results are recorded in SmartCrowd’s blockchain.

Phase #2: Lightweight and distributed IoT detection. Upon

receiving an SRA, detectors that pursue incentives start to

detect this IoT system. In particular, detectors will report

the uncovered vulnerabilities that will be verified by other

entities. SmartCrowd introduces lightweight detectors to miti-
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gate constrained resource, where detectors no longer construct,

synchronize and store a heavyweight blockchain locally.

Phase #3: Fault-tolerant verification and storage. The

detection reports will be propagated until they are verified

and stored in the blockchain. Consumers can quickly learn

the system security analysis by querying the related detection

results in the blockchain. Leveraging blockchain consensus,

SmartCrowd is fault-tolerant for verifying and storing detec-

tion results that is determined by the majority of IoT providers.

Phase #4: Decentralized and automated incentives. IoT

providers are held accountable for releasing vulnerable sys-

tems and earn incentives for maintaining the blockchain,

where the detector can automatically gain incentives from

them once uncovering any vulnerability. Using smart contracts,

the incentive allocation is decentralized and automated once

SmartCrowd contracts are triggered.

However, the proposed SmartCrowd still face many chal-

lenges as follows.

IoT SRA spoofing. As doing SRA is free, a misbehaved

IoT entity can launch spoofing attack and frame benign IoT

providers by faking them to release a vulnerable IoT systems.

Plagiarizing detection results. A compromised detector can

interfere with the incentive allocation by reporting plagiaristic

detection results without doing actual work.

Collusion of stakeholders. A compromised detector can

collude with an IoT provider, hoping its forged detection report

can be accepted in the blockchain by this IoT provider.

Repudiating incentives and punishments. The IoT providers

in SmartCrowd can refuse to accept punishment by transferring

no incentive to detectors, disabling the incentives allocation.

The goal of the paper is to allow IoT consumers easily

detect and understand the security of IoT systems by using

SmartCrowd platform before deploying IoT systems. There-

fore, we can significantly reduce the possibility of deploying

vulnerable IoT systems and then build a secure IoT ecosystem.

SmartCrowd extends the standard blockchain architecture.

Besides transactions, the blocks of SmartCrowd also record

SRAs and detection reports. By leveraging smart contracts,

SmartCrowd develops a new contract to automatically perform

an incentive allocation. In this paper, SmartCrowd platform

aims to build decentralized and automated incentives for

IoT system detection so that different participators can earn

incentives by detecting IoT systems published in the platform.

Note that, detectors can use existing detection services (e.g.,

VirusTotal [3] and Quixxi [4]) or build their own systems

(e.g., analysis engines of CloudAV [7] and self-certifying alert

(SCA) verification of Vigilante [8]) to detect the security of

IoT systems and earn incentives as rewards. In this paper,

we assume the majority of calculation capability (i.e., hashing

power) in an IoT system cannot be controlled by an adversary

since it is hard to construct such attacks in practice (see Section

VIII). Also, this paper does not address the inherent security

problems of blockchain, e.g., eclipse attacks [21] and routing

attacks [22], which have been addressed in [23] [24].

V. SMARTCROWD DESIGN DETAILS

In this section, we present the design details of SmartCrowd

that can address the challenges mentioned above. SmartCrowd

introduces insuranced SRA for decentralized verification, and

makes lightweight detectors take two-phase report submission.

Using the PoW consensus, SmartCrowd prevents collusions

of stakeholders for verifying and storing detection results and

ensures the decentralized and automated incentives.

A. Decentralized Verification for Insuranced SRA

SmartCrowd makes IoT providers be held accountable for

SRAs and prevents them from releasing spoofed systems by

enabling decentralized verification for insuranced SRA such

that it can accurately identify and punish a misbehaved IoT

provider. The IoT SRA verification is decentralized and per-

formed by distributed detectors without relying on centralized

services. When doing an SRA, an IoT provider Pi will firstly

broadcast an announcement Δ using SmartCrowd contracts,

which contains an insurance that will not be refunded once

any vulnerability is detected. With the following structure, Δ
is used to inform all IoT entities that Pi releases an IoT system.

Δ = {Δid, Pi, Un, Uv, Uh, Ul, Ii, PSign}, (1)

where Pi is the unique identifier of an IoT provider. Un, Uv ,

Uh and Ul are the name, version, hash value and download link

of the released IoT system, respectively. Ii is the submitted

insurance of Pi, which helps to prevent a spoofed SRA.

Δid is the identifier of Δ, which is a hash value: Δid =

H(Pi||Un||Uv||Uh||Ul||Ii). PSign is the signature of Pi and is

computed as Eq. 2 shows, where skPi is the private key of Pi.

In SmartCrowd, every IoT entity (e.g., IoT provider, detector,

and consumer) has long-time lived public key pk and private

key sk. PSign can help to ensure the authenticity of Pi’s SRA.

PSign = SignskPi
(Δid). (2)

SmartCrowd introduces a decentralized verification for an

insuranced SRA, which is performed by multiple IoT providers

. On receiving Δ, the distributed Pi will firstly check its

integrity and authenticity by verifying Uh, Δid and PSign,

respectively, which prevents spoofed SRAs. Only no error oc-

curs can Pi propagate Δ to its neighbors. Thus, the counterfeit

of SRA can be effectively eradicated. Note that the verification

for insuranced SRA does not rely on an authority that may be

compromised. Instead, using PoW consensus, only a new IoT

system that has been verified by the majority of IoT providers

(>50% hashing power) can be successfully released. Namely,

an SRA is available until it has been verified and recorded in

the blockchain. This ensures the correctness of IoT SRAs and

constrain the misbehavior of IoT providers.

B. Lightweight Detector for Distributed IoT System Detection

SmartCrowd enables lightweight detectors to detect IoT

systems without storing or synchronizing their detection re-

sults in the local blockchian. Specially, detectors generate

the detection reports that can be available to IoT providers.

In order to prevent compromised detectors from reporting a
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forged or plagiarized detection result, SmartCrowd introduces

a two-phase report submission that divides detection report

into an initial report and a detailed report. Concretely, the

detectors download and obtain the released IoT system from

Ul. Then, each detector Di detects and analyzes the security

of the IoT system. This can be achieved by its own system

(e.g., the detection engine in Vigilante [8] and CloudAV [7])

or existing third-party service (e.g., Quixxi [4] and Ostorlab

[11]). Once discovering any vulnerability, Di will generate

and submit its detection report to all IoT providers.

Phase I. Submitting initial report. To quickly declare the

vulnerability discovery and prevent theft of detection results,

SmartCrowd enables detectors not to submit the detailed de-

tection reports at first. Instead, the detector Di has to announce

its initial report (denoted by R†
i ), which only includes some

simple information (shown in Eq. 3).

R†
i = {ID†

i ,Δ, Di, HR∗
i
,WDi , D

†
Sign}, (3)

where HR∗
i

is the hash value of R∗ (described shortly), and

WDi
is the payee address of Di’s wallet. ID†

i is the identifier

of R†
i , which is a hash value: ID†

i = H(Δ||Di||HR∗
i
||WDi).

D†
Sign is Di’s signature that is calculated with skDi

.

D†
Sign = SignskDi

(ID†
i ). (4)

In SmartCrowd, R†
i will be recorded in the blockchain by IoT

providers according to the consensus scheme (Section V-C).

Di then submits its detailed detection report R∗
i .

Phase II. Submitting detailed report. Detectors report de-

tailed detection results for obtaining more incentives and these

reports will be delivered to all IoT providers. When the block

containing R†
i is confirmed, Di will publish the detailed de-

tection report R∗
i to the network. With the following structure

(see Eq. 5), R∗
i lists the details of discovered vulnerabilities.

R∗
i = {ID∗

i ,Δ, Di,WDi , Des,D
∗
Sign}, (5)

where Des is the description of discovered vulnerabilities,

and ID∗
i is the identifier of R∗

i , which is the hash of Δ,

Di, WDi
and Des. D∗

Sign is Di’s signature calculated with

skDi
. On receiving R∗

i , IoT providers will perform correctness

verification for Des. Only passing the verification can make

R∗
i written in a block (Section V-C). Once this block is

confirmed, R∗
i can be recorded in blockchain forever, while

the related Di gain a reward automatically (Section V-D).

C. Fault-Tolerant Verification and Storage for Reports

SmartCrowd enables IoT providers to verify and store the

received detection results, and construct and maintain the

blockchain using PoW consensus. This can defend against the

collusion between IoT providers and detectors, and improve

the fault tolerance capability of SmartCrowd, where a small

amount of compromised IoT providers will not outplay the

whole SmartCrowd platform. Besides detection results (R†
i

and R∗
i ), SmartCrowd can also verify and store SRAs, which

is similar to the verification and storage of detection results.

Algorithm 1 Verification of Detection Report (R†
i and R∗

i ).

1: function VERIFICATION FOR R†
i ( )

2: Require: R†
i and pkDi

3: Compute: IDi = H(Δ||Di||HR∗
i
||WDI

)

4: if (IDi == ID†
i ) && (CheckSignpkDi

(D†
Sign)) then

5: Temporarily record R†
i in a local blockchain;

6: else
7: Drop the initial report R†

i and break;
8: end if
9: end function

10: function VERIFICATION FOR R∗
i ( )

11: Require: R∗
i , R†

i and pkDi

12: Compute: IDi == H(Δ||Di||WDi
||Des)

13: if (IDi == ID∗
i ) && (CheckSignpkDi

(D∗
Sign)) then

14: if HR∗
i

== H(R∗
i ) then

15: if AutoV erif(Pi, R
∗
i ) then

16: Temporarily record R∗
i in a local blockchain;

17: end if
18: else
19: Drop the detailed report R∗

i and break;
20: end if
21: else
22: Drop the detailed report R∗

i and break;
23: end if
24: end function

Automatical verification for detection results. SmartCrowd

ensures each detection result that will be recorded in a

block should be reliable and correct. SmartCrowd enables IoT

providers to perform some verification before generating a

block. In SmartCrowd, R†
i and R∗

i will be received by all IoT

providers, each of which will verify the integrity and authen-

ticity of R†
i and R∗

i by checking the report identifiers (ID†
i

and ID∗
i ) and the signatures (D†

Sign and D∗
Sign), respectively

(see Algorithm 1). Besides, each Pi will also calculate the hash

value of R∗
i , and compare it with HR∗

i
in R†

i , which can help to

defend against such spoofing attack of a misbehaved detector.

Meanwhile, the correctness verification of R∗
i is carried out

by verifying the result description Des. In SmartCrowd, we

define a function AutoV erif() that automatically verifies R∗
i

and outputs TRUE/FALSE, as Eq. 6 shows.

AutoV erif (Pi, R
∗
i )→ TRUE/FALSE. (6)

Note that AutoV erif() can be deployed as a machine-

automatical verification engine using existing services or their

own powerful systems. For example, IoT providers can employ

analysis engines of CloudAV [7] or an SCA verification

of Vigilante [8] to automatically verify viruses and worms

detected by distributed detectors. In this case, simply sub-

mitting a forged detection report will make AutoV erif()
output FALSE, where SmartCrowd can isolate a compromised

detector by enabling Pi to filter this detector’s next reports.

Blockchain-based storage for detection results. SmartCrowd

supports fault-tolerant storage for detection results by con-

structing and maintaining the blockchain among IoT providers.

Using PoW consensus, IoT providers can aggregate and record

the received detection results in the blockchain. Fig. 2 shows

the blockchain architecture of SmartCrowd for storing detec-

tion results. PreBlockID and CurBlockID are the identifiers of
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the blockchain in SmartCrowd.

the previous and current block, respectively, which help to link

multiple blocks into an order chain. Timestamp is the block

generation time, and Nonce is the random number that IoT

providers try to seek so that the hash value of the whole block

reaches the requirement for generating a new block. Note that

block i contains ωi detection results, which is organized based

on the Merkle tree structure like the transaction organization

in Bitcoin. Once a new block is generated, it will be broadcast

and synchronized among IoT providers. Like Bitcoin system,

this block recording detection results will be finally confirmed

when 6 newly generated blocks are linked to this blockchain.

D. Decentralized and Automated Incentives Allocation

In order to attract IoT providers and detectors to participate

in IoT system detection, SmartCrowd enables decentralized

and automated incentives. By leveraging PoW consensus,

SmartCrowd allows IoT providers to verify detection results

and record them in the blockchain. This helps motivate IoT

providers to perform well for generating a new block and au-

tomatically obtain rewards. With smart contracts, SmartCrowd

forces each IoT provider to submit a security deposit in

the blockchain, for being held accountability for releasing

vulnerable systems. Once any vulnerability is detected, which

can trigger off some smart contract staked in SRAs, the

security deposit can be allocated to detectors as incentives,

automatically. This can help to address the challenge of

repudiating incentives and punishments without relying on a

centralized authority. Therefore, SmartCrowd provides com-

pletely decentralized incentives to automatically incentivize

well-performed IoT providers and detectors and punish mis-

behaved IoT providers.

Automated incentive allocation. In SmartCrowd, the incen-

tives are automatically allocated to two types of stakeholders:

detectors and IoT providers. Distributed detectors can detect

IoT systems and build a secure IoT ecosystem; IoT providers

can verify and audit detectors’ reports and ensure a consistent

blockchain. Each IoT provider presets an incentive μ for

each detected vulnerability in SmartCrowd contracts while

releasing an IoT system. When R† and R∗ are all confirmed

and recorded in the blockchain, SmartCrowd contracts will be

triggered, resulting in an automatic incentive allocation to this

detector. We define the average number ni of Di’s detected

vulnerabilities for an IoT system, which will be finally written

in the blockchain with the proportion ρi. Thus, Di will obtain

the incentives in†i for an IoT system detection as Eq. 7 shows.

in†i = μ · ni · ρi. (7)

The IoT provider whose newly generated block is successfully

confirmed will also automatically obtain incentives. Based on

blockchain technology, SmartCrowd enables an IoT provider

to obtain χ incentives, each of which worth ν. Meanwhile, to

motivate IoT providers to verify detection results as much as

possible, SmartCrowd allows each IoT provider to obtain the

transaction fee in R† or R∗. We assume the newly generated

block contains ω detection reports, each of which includes a

transaction fee worth ψ. Thus, the incentives in∗i allocated to

an IoT provider Pi are as Eq. 8 shows.

in∗
i = χ · ν + ψ · ω. (8)

Punishment and cost incurred in SmartCrowd. As the mis-

behaved IoT entity may exist in IoT ecosystem, SmartCrowd

provides an IoT provider with punishments for releasing

vulnerable IoT system and costs for deploying smart contracts.

Eq. 9 shows the punishments and costs for an IoT provider,

where m is the quantity of all detectors and cpi is the cost of

deploying the smart contracts for releasing a new IoT system.

pui = μ ·
m∑

i=1

ni · ρi + cpi. (9)

SmartCrowd introduces a cost for each detector to submit its

detection report. This can prevent detectors from attempting to

earn incentives by simply submitting a forged or plagiarized

detection report without even having detected IoT systems.

coi = ni · (c+ ρi · ψ). (10)

Eq. 10 shows the cost (denoted by coi) of detector Di’s

reporting detection results, where c is the cost of submitting

a detection report and ρi ·ψ is the average transaction fee for

each detection result. We can learn more submitted reports

will bring more cost for each detector because only a detection

result that has been written in the blockchain can be charged.

Note that this cost can also prevent detectors from casually

submitting a report for attempting to earning more incentives.

VI. ANALYSIS

In this section, we make the security analysis and theoretical

analysis for the ensured security goals and the expected

incentives of SmartCrowd.

A. Security Analysis

Security against vulnerable IoT systems. SmartCrowd sup-

ports IoT system detection when an IoT provider issues a new

IoT version, protecting consumers from attacks when installing

an IoT system. Concretely, when an IoT provider releases an

IoT system, detectors will obtain this system version from

Ul, and then perform security detection. The detection reports

will be submitted to all IoT providers, which will be verified

and stored in the blockchain permanently. Before installing

an IoT system, consumers firstly look up the blockchain and

learn the related detection results. In SmartCrowd, consumers

can deploy IoT systems with less or no vulnerabilities. There-

fore, this can significantly reduce the possibility of deploying

vulnerable IoT systems released by misbehaved IoT providers,

which can be detected and effectively avoided in SmartCrowd.

Security against misbehaved IoT providers. In addition

to releasing vulnerable IoT systems, the misbehaved IoT
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provider can also attempt to outplay the incentives allocation

of SmartCrowd by refusing to pay detectors for their security

detection. SmartCrowd can defend against this misbehavior

by introducing smart contracts that can automatically allocate

incentives to detectors and punish misbehaved IoT providers

without relying on a centralized authority. Meanwhile, the

misbehaved IoT provider can generate an illegitimate block

that may contain incorrect detection results. SmartCrowd can

defend against this misbehavior by enabling each newly gen-

erated block to be correctly verified by IoT providers as the

majority of IoT providers are trustworthy in SmartCrowd.

Security against compromised detectors. SmartCrowd has

the ability to resist attacks from compromised detectors, who

can try to interfere with incentives allocation or pursue more

incentives without actual work. i) SmartCrowd has insights

into forged detection results declared by compromised de-

tectors. Each detection result can be correctly verified by

the majority of IoT providers, in which the forged reports

can be indeed ignored and not be written in the blockchain.

ii) SmartCrowd can prevent compromised detectors from

plagiarizing detection results by introducing the two-phase

submission for a detection report. When R†
i is written in

the blockchain, R∗
i can then be declared to IoT providers.

With this method, the compromised detector will not obtain

incentives even it reports the plagiarized detection result

because it has not declared the initial detection report. iii)

SmartCrowd can also prevent compromised detectors from

tampering others’ detection reports, avoiding maliciously ac-

cusing benign detectors to perform an incorrect detection.

Using the verification of authenticity and integrity (see Al-

gorithm 1), SmartCrowd can easily identify the modification

and counterfeit for detection reports.

Security against collusion attacks. SmartCrowd provides

resistance against the collusion of stakeholders, which can

be launched by two IoT providers, one IoT provider and

another detector, or two detectors. The collusion attacks may

be launched for the following purposes: i) decreasing punish-

ments for IoT provider’s releasing vulnerable systems, or de-

tector’s submitting faked detection reports; ii) obtaining more

incentives for IoT provider’s creating more blocks, or more

detector’s reports recorded in the blockchain. SmartCrowd em-

ploys PoW-based consensus scheme to ensure the consistency

of detection results among the majority of IoT providers. In

other words, if there are two collusive stakeholders trying

to launching attacks, their operations will not be accepted

by other participators. This is because SmartCrowd provides

the fault-tolerant verification and storage for detection reports

(detailed in Section V-C). More importantly, SmartCrowd

provides decentralized and automated incentives/punishments

that can help to regulate the behaviors of stakeholders and

make them tend to behave normally.

B. Theoretical Analysis

Now we make a theoretical analysis for the total detec-

tion capability (denoted by DCT ) of all IoT detectors in

our proposed SmartCrowd platform. Then, the balances of

detectors and IoT providers are analyzed, respectively, which

includes the earned incentives and the incurred punishments

and costs. This help us understand the changing trend in

gaining incentives.

Total detection capability. In SmartCrowd, Di’s detection ca-

pability (denoted by DCi) can be expressed as the probability

for identifying a vulnerability. From Section V-D, we can learn

only the detection result that has not been submitted before

can be recorded in the blockchain with the probability of ρi
(0 ≤ ρi ≤1). Meanwhile, there is up to one detection result

can be confirmed for one vulnerability, i.e., 0 ≤∑m
i=1 ρi ≤1,

where
∑m

i=1 ρi approaches to 1 when the value of m becomes

larger. Therefore, DCT can be calculated based on Eq. 11.

DCT =
m∑

i=1

DCi · ρi, (11)

where DCi · ρi denote the probability that Di can discover a

vulnerability that would be finally recorded in the blockchain.

So 0 ≤ DCi · ρi ≤ 1. We can learn the value of DCT has a

positive correlation with m, in which an increased m will

introduce a larger DCt approaching to 1. In other words,

more detectors’ participation attracted by the incentives in

SmartCrowd will introduce a more comprehensive detection

results, which helps to provide build-in accountability for IoT

providers and authoritative references to IoT consumers.

The balance of detectors. Each detector’s balance contains

the allocated detection incentives and the cost for reporting

detection results. We assume the average period of SRAs is

θ so there are t/θ systems being released during a period of

time t. According to the allocated incentives in†
i and cost coi

for an SRA (Section V-D), Di has the following balance bdi:

bdi = (in†
i − coi) · t/θ. (12)

We assume there are averagely N vulnerabilities that will be

detected for an SRA during t. The detection capability propor-

tion (denoted by ξi) shows proportion of DCi among DCT .

Therefore, the number (ni) of Di’s detected vulnerabilities for

an IoT system is N ·ξi. Based on Eq. 7, 10 and 12, the balance

of Di can be expressed as Eq. 13 shows.

bdi = N · ξi · t · [ρi · (μ− ψ)− c] /θ. (13)

The balance of IoT providers contains the allocated incen-

tives for constructing the blockchain and incurred punishments

for SRAs. We assume the block time (i.e., the average time of

generating a block) is ϑ. Thus, the total number of generated

blocks is t/ϑ. In this paper, we use ζi to denote the proportion

of Pi’s computing capability among all IoT providers so that

Pi can newly generate t · ζi/ϑ blocks in the period of t.
Therefore, Pi’s balance bpi of is as Eq. 14 shows.

bpi = (ζi · in∗i − pui) · t/ϑ. (14)

We can learn more reliable IoT providers, especially with

higher computing capability can gain more incentives in

SmartCrowd, which can attract the participation of IoT

providers for maintaining blockchain-based ledger.
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for SmartCrowd.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we implement SmartCrowd platform based

on Ethereum blockchain and evaluate the incentives and the

balance of IoT providers and detectors.

We implement SmartCrowd prototype and use Ethereum

geth [25] to build our private test blockchain. The plat-

form runs on Ubuntu 14.04 (Dell PowerEdge R710, Inter(R)

Xeon(R), CPU X5560 @ 2.80GHz and 35G memory). We

implement SmartCrowd contracts with 350 lines of solidity

language [26] for simulating the process of both IoT system

releases and automated incentive allocations. The IoT detec-

tion function of detectors is simulated in Python script. We use

the Ethereum JSON API [27] and a python module library of

Web3 [28] to implement data interaction between detectors

and smart contracts. We face some challenges during our

implementation. For example, there are inconsistent function

parameters between the hash function SHA-3 in Solidity and

the corresponding function SHA-3 in JSON API, which results

in an error occurred in the process of verifying signatures.

Accordingly, we use the python module library named Web3

to solve the related problems. SmartCrowd supports ECDSA

signature [29] and hashing function SHA-3. When receiving

detection reports R† or R∗, SmartCrowd enables IoT providers

firstly to perform correctness verification (i.e., Algrithm 1)

using secp256k1 curve and SHA-3.

Based on the current hashing power in Ethereum system

[30], we set 5 nodes as IoT providers and adjust the thread

numbers in function miner.start() to simulate top 5

computation proportions. In SmartCrowd, we use ‘ether’, the

cryptocurrency in Ethereum, to evaluate the allocated incen-

tives to IoT providers and detectors, where an IoT provider

can gain 5 ethers once creating a block. We set 0xf00000 as

the block difficulty in SmartCrowd platform. Fig. 3 shows our

experimental setup for SmartCrowd, where Fig. 3(a) shows the

average rewards for different computation proportions when

one block is created (or mined); Fig. 3(b) illustrates the block

time of SmartCrowd, where we have measured 2000 blocks

and found the average block time is 15.35 seconds. Using

this experiment setup, we evaluate SmartCrowd by using the

following important metrics: i) the balance of IoT providers

that contains incentives for maintaining the blockchain and

punishments for releasing vulnerable IoT systems; ii) the bal-

ance of detectors that indicates the earnings for participating

in IoT system detection.
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Fig. 4. Incentives and punishments of IoT providers.

A. Balance of IoT providers

In SmartCrowd, we evaluate the balance of IoT provider by

measuring and analyzing the incentives and the punishments

of IoT providers. In particular, an IoT system release is

implemented by deploying a smart contract that records an

announcement Δ (see Eq. 1). We find each IoT provider will

consume around 0.095 ether as the cost (or gas) for releasing

an IoT system. As described in Section V-D, the incentives

for IoT providers consist of two parts: i) mining rewards for

blockchain construction and ii) transaction fees for recording

detection results in the blockchain.

We measure the incentives for IoT providers with different

hashing power (HP) proportion, which is showed in Fig. 4(a).

We can learn the incentives increase with time, where the

longer participation time can make IoT providers gain more

rewards. This is because an IoT provider acting as a blockchain

miner can create more blocks and gain more transaction fees

for a longer time. We can also learn IoT providers with

higher HP can gain higher rewards. This can motivate IoT

providers to join in SmartCrowd platform for obtaining more

incentives. Note that the amount of incentives gained by IoT

providers is not strictly obeying their computation proportions,

such as the IoT provider with 26.30% HP does not gain 2.6

times incentives compared to the one with 10.10% HP. This

is because discovering a Nonce of a block or identifying a

vulnerability is probabilistic, demonstrating a powerful IoT

provider may not create a new block earlier than others.

SmartCrowd enables IoT providers to release IoT systems with

the insurance that is recorded in smart contracts. We define

vulnerability proportion (VP) as the probability that the IoT

system released by IoT provider is vulnerable. Fig. 4(b) shows

the relationship between punishments and VP with different

insurances, where we can learn a high VP can introduce more

punishments for a misbehaved IoT provider. This can help to

regulate the behaviors of IoT providers and make them tend

to release more secure and reliable IoT systems.

In SmartCrowd platform, we define the VP baseline (VPB)

that enables an IoT provider achieve a balance of payments

(i.e., the incentives are equal to the punishments). Based on

Fig. 4, we can get the VPB value of IoT providers with 1000

ethers as insurances for the time period of 10, 20 and 30

minutes, as Fig. 5(a) shows. We can learn an IoT provider

with a higher hashing power has a larger VPB, because more

incentives (caused by higher hashing power) can offset the
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Fig. 5. Balance of IoT providers.

punishments caused by a larger VP. Using the VPB for the

time period of 10 minutes, we evaluate the balance of IoT

providers with the insurance of 1000 ethers when the VP is

VPB, VPB+0.01 and VPB-0.01, as Fig. 5(b) shows. We can

learn IoT providers can achieve the balance of incentives and

punishments at VPB while a larger and a smaller VP can

make IoT providers financially lossy and profitable, respec-

tively. Meanwhile, IoT providers can obtain an additional 10

ethers when the VP is reduced by 0.01. This can incentivize

IoT providers to release more non-vulnerable IoT systems,

contributing to building a more secure IoT ecosystem.

B. Balance of Detectors

In order to evaluate the balance of SmartCrowd detectors,

we simulate 8 detectors to perform distributed detection for a

new IoT system release. We preset the detection capabilities

of detectors by adjusting thread numbers (1 ∼ 8) allocated to

them. As described in Section V-D and VI-B, the balance of

SmartCrowd detectors consists of two parts: i) incentives for

IoT system detection, ii) cost of detection report submission.

We consider the SRA from an IoT provider with 14.90%

computation proportion as an example to evaluate the balance

of detectors. From Fig. 5(a), we can learn that the VPB value

is 0.038 for the time period of 10 minutes and the insurance

of 1000 ethers. Fig. 6(a) shows the incentives (measured for

100 times) that are allocated to detectors for VPB, VPB+0.01

and VPB-0.01, respectively. We can learn the larger detection

capability makes detectors easier gain more incentives such

that the incentives allocated to the detector with 8 threads are

around 7.8 times as much as the one with 1 thread. This can

help to attract detectors with larger detection capabilities to

participate in SmartCrowd platform for IoT system detection.

Meanwhile, a larger VPB can introduce more incentives. For

example, whenever VPB increases 0.01, the detectors can gain

3 ∼ 23.5 ethers (as incentives) more. This is conducive to

holding IoT providers accountable for releasing any vulnerable

IoT systems. We measure the cost (gas) of detectors’ reporting

detection result under VPB, as shown in Fig. 6(b), where each

detection report can consume around 0.011 ether. We can learn

that the cost is negligible compared to the allocated incentives.

This demonstrates the balance of detectors is almost equal to

the incentives in Fig. 6(a), which encourages benign detec-

tors to try to participate in SmartCrowd for detecting more

vulnerabilities, enhancing the security of IoT ecosystem.
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VIII. DISCUSSION

Deployment benefits. IoT consumers, providers, and detectors

can benefit from SmartCrowd that enhances the security of IoT

ecosystem by incentivizing system detection. i) With detection

results in the blockchain, customers can install securer systems

that have no or less vulnerabilities. This prevents hackers

from enrolling them into a botnet. ii) Detectors can participate

in IoT detection more actively for obtaining more rewards

financially. This enables to introduce a more comprehensive

security analysis for the released IoT systems. iii) SmartCrowd

can help to regularize IoT providers that can gain rewards for

maintaining the blockchain and also be punished for releasing

vulnerable IoT systems.

51% attack. The blockchain technology like SmartCrowd

that uses PoW consensus scheme is vulnerable to 51% attack

[31]. Anyone who controls the majority of hashing power can

destroy the PoW consensus and introduce double-spending

problem [32]. Besides, the IoT provider that launches 51%

attack can maliciously modify the unfavorable detection re-

sults. However, according to the statistics [30], no miner or

pool has occupied more than 30% hashing power in current

Ethereum system, in practice. Thereby, 51% attack will also

hardly happen in SmartCrowd platform.

Detection capability. SmartCrowd enables distributed detec-

tors to detect released IoT systems or IoT providers to verify

detection results of detectors. The detection capability can be

achieved by making IoT detectors or providers i) construct

their own vulnerability/virus libraries, for example, integrating

the published CVE [33], NVD [34], and SecurityFocus [35]; or

ii) using the existing third-party services, such as VirusTotal

[3], Ostorlab [11], and Andrototal [9]. SmartCrowd enables

incentives not only for static detection, but also for dynamic

or fuzzy testing as long as IoT detectors or providers have

these detection capabilities.

N-version vulnerability descriptions. The problem of

differently-worded versions for the same vulnerability is not

detailed in this paper, which can be addressed using existing

methods. For example, CloudAV [7] enables the analysis

engines in network service for detection result aggregation

that can filter other descriptions of a same virus. Vigilante [8]

introduces a common description language for self-certifying

alert to depict the detected vulnerabilities so that it can avoid

the problem of differently-worded detection results.
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Market competition between SmartCrowd detectors.
SmartCrowd never involves the market competitions among

different detectors (e.g., security companies), which will not

make these participating detectors lose their own market

shares. This is because only the detection results instead

of their core technologies are shown and recorded in the

blockchain without any technical leaks. In other words, the

involved detectors only announce their detection reports for

some released IoT system instead of showing how to identify-

ing vulnerabilities. The proposed SmartCrowd can protect the

core technologies of detectors while enhancing their partici-

pation through incentives.

IX. RELATED WORK

In this section, we describe the related works of

SmartCrowd from the following three areas: IoT system de-

tection, blockchain-based verification, and incentives schemes.

IoT system detection. Securing IoT systems has been widely

studied. Byung-Chul et al. propose a secure firmware vali-

dation and update scheme for consumer devices in a home

networking [36]. Nilsson et al. introduce a lightweight and se-

cure firmware upgrade scheme, which provides data integrity,

data verification, data confidentiality, and freshness for in

intelligent vehicles [37]. Muhammad et al. propose a firmware

update protocol for a new security architecture within the

vehicle, which facilitates the update processes by combining

updated of hardware and software modules [38]. Wu et al.

propose RFL [39] and PPV [40] that can be used to ensure

the secure packet transmission between IoT devices. Tian et

al. propose a security technology called SmartAuth for IoT

Apps in terms of user-centered authorization, which ensures

the consistency verification between explained functionalities

and actual operations for an IoT App [41]. However, these

approaches all rely on a centralized authority, where the

security and ability of the third party significantly impact the

effectiveness of vulnerability detection.

Security enhancements built upon blockchain. The

blockchain can be used to achieve security verification and pri-

vacy protection [42] [43]. IKP is a blockchain-based platform

to report unauthorized certificates, contributing to the security

of PKIs while it fails to consider the accountability for the

misbehaviors of certificate authorities [44]. Chen et al. present

a blockchain-powered decentralized secure audit scheme for

TLS connections, which relies on a distributed dependability-

rank based consensus protocol for avoiding centralization

[45]. Wu et al. introduce a decentralized incentives (called

SmartRetro) for IoT system retrospective detection, which

automatically sends security notifications to IoT consumers

once discovering any vulnerabilities [46]. Ali et al. propose

Blockstack that is based on existing Namecoin blockchain

system for guaranteeing the security of global naming and

storage [47]. Hawk is a blockchain-based framework to ensure

the privacy protection in smart contracts, which does not store

financial transactions in plain text on the blockchain [48].

Garman et al. construct a decentralized anonymous credential

system that uses a public append-only ledger, avoiding a

trusted credential issuer [49]. Boudguiga et al. propose an

IoT update scheme build upon a blockchain to construct an

infrastructure for a better availability and accountability [50].

The last three schemes do not consider incentives that can

encourage users to be involved in building secure systems.

Incentives schemes. Most previous studies of incentives [51]

[52] [53] are mainly used to build reputation systems. Mira

et al. [51] analyzed and proposed incentives for outsourced

computation in a reputation or credit system. Gilad et al. [52]

developed a fair and efficient secure multiparty computation in

reputation systems. However, these reputation-based incentives

are not automatic and require manual interference. With cryp-

tocurrencies, blockchain-based incentives can be achieved au-

tomatically, where participants are rewarded with reliable work

and fined for misbehavior. Ranjit et al. performed a detailed

analysis for using bitcoin to incentivize correct computation

[53]. Matsumoto et al. utilized blockchain-based consensus

and smart contracts to achieve the fully decentralized and

automated incentives for responding to the misbehaviors of

certificate authorities [44]. However, their approaches over-

depend on the authority for data verification.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose SmartCrowd, a platform built upon

the blockchain that implements decentralized and automated

incentives for distributed IoT system detection. SmartCrowd

crowdsources IoT system detection to distributed detectors so

that a complete and authoritative reference regarding with the

security detection of IoT systems can be provided to IoT

consumers. Meanwhile, SmartCrowd enables IoT providers

to be held accountable for their released IoT systems, where

releasing more secure systems can help to gain more incentives

and vulnerable systems can incur punishments. By decen-

tralized and automated incentives, detectors can gain rewards

automatically when catching any vulnerability in released IoT

systems. Therefore, IoT consumers can quickly understand the

vulnerabilities of IoT systems by looking up the detection

results in SmartCrowd blockchain. We implement SmartCrowd

prototype based on Ethereum and use real experiments to

evaluate its performance. The results show SmartCrowd has

both technical feasibility and financial benefits for stakeholders

involved in SmartCrowd. We hope that the decentralized and

automated incentives of SmartCrowd can become an essential

primitive to construct a secure IoT ecosystem.
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